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ID Soft TRANSIT WHEELS

The ID Soft Tilt-in-Space Wheelchair offers various adjustable 
components, providing maximum adaptability for added 
comfort. The transit version is both lightweight and compact 
providing easy storage and transportation.

 » Multi-adjustable wheelchair designed  
 to adapt to every need of the user

 » The wheelchair can be tilted and  
 reclined to help the user maintain  
 correct posture, as well as assisting  
 with even pressure distribution

 » Offers maximum comfort for those  
 spending longer periods of time in  
 a wheelchair, and who may also  
 need assistance with their posture

 » Infinite position adjustment of the  
 backrest and seat angle which can be  
 easily operated from the push handle  
 and can be quickly adjusted 

 » Frame design ensures the  
 wheelchair is steady, whatever  
 the backrest and seat angles are

 » Height adjustable push handles  
 to provide comfort for the attendee 

 » Padded adjustable headrest with  
 multi-positional ear cushions and  
 elevating leg rests for additional  
 support and pressure relief

 » Anti-tip wheels with integral stepper  
 tube to aid use on kerbs

 » Long, curved adjustable armrests are  
 fully padded for extra comfort and are  
 easily detachable through a push button

 » Back rest reclines from 90° 
 (vertically) to 120°

 » Adjustable height backrest (on 9cm)  
 and two choices of cushion height

 » Three seat widths are available -  
 39-44cm (15-17”), 44-49cm (17-19”),  
 and 49-54cm (19-21”)

 » Multi-adjustable leg rests can be altered  
 in width, height and depth of calf cushion

 » Suitable for use as a seat in a motor  
 vehicle (“Crash Tested” to ISO 7176/19)

 » Weight capacity 135kg (21st)
 » Accessories available 

	 CODES: 	IDSOFTTS16 (16” SEAT WIDTH)
	 	 IDSOFTTS18 (18” SEAT WIDTH)
	 	 IDSOFTTS20 
	 	 (20” SEAT WIDTH)

CODE LENGTH (WITH/WITHOUT LEGRESTS) HEIGHT BACK HEIGHT SEAT WIDTH SEAT HEIGHT SEAT DEPTH WEIGHT WEIGHT CAPACITY

IDSOFTTS16 82/108cm (32/42.5”) 108cm (43") 49-64cm (19-25”) 39-44cm (15-17”) 43cm (17") 40-46cm (16-18”) 34.2kg (75lb) 135kg (21st)

IDSOFTTS18 82/108cm (32/42.5”) 108cm (43”) 49-64cm (19-25”) 44-48cm (17-19”) 43cm (17”) 40-46cm (16-18”) 34.2kg (75lb) 135kg (21st)

IDSOFTTS20 82/108cm (32/42.5”) 108cm (43”) 49-64cm (19-25”) 48-53cm (19-21”) 43cm (17”) 40-46cm (16-18”) 34.2kg (75lb) 135kg (21st)

Crash Tested

“Multi adjustable wheelchair 
adaptable for all users!”
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ID Soft SELF PROPEL WHEELS

The ID Soft Self Propel Wheelchair offers maximum 
independence for the user. The sturdy steel frame provides 
extra support and stability in any position for added security.

 » Multi-adjustable wheelchair designed  
 to adapt to every need of the user

 » The wheelchair can be tilted and  
 reclined to help the user maintain  
 correct posture, as well as assisting  
 with even pressure distribution

 » Offers maximum comfort for those  
 spending longer periods of time in  
 a wheelchair, and who may also  
 need assistance with their posture

 » Infinite position adjustment of the  
 backrest and seat angle which can be  
 easily operated from the push handle  
 and can be quickly adjusted 

 » Frame design ensures the  
 wheelchair is steady, whatever  
 the backrest and seat angles are

 » Height adjustable push handles  
 to provide comfort for the attendee 

 » Padded adjustable headrest with  
 multi-positional ear cushions and  
 elevating leg rests for additional  
 support and pressure relief

 » Anti-tip wheels with integral stepper  
 tube to aid use on kerbs

 » Long, curved adjustable armrests are  
 fully padded for extra comfort and are  
 easily detachable through a push button

 » Back rest reclines from 90° 
 (vertically) to 120°

 » Adjustable height backrest (on 9cm)  
 and two choices of cushion height

 » Three seat widths are available -  
 39-44cm (15-17”), 44-49cm (17-19”),  
 and 49-54cm (19-21”)

 » Multi-adjustable leg rests can be altered  
 in width, height and depth of calf cushion

 » Suitable for use as a seat in a motor  
 vehicle (“Crash Tested” to ISO 7176/19)

 » Weight capacity 135kg (21st)
 » Accessories available  

	 CODES: IDSOFTSP16 (16” SEAT WIDTH)
	 	 IDSOFTSP18 (18” SEAT WIDTH)
	 	 IDSOFTSP20 
	 	 (20” SEAT WIDTH)

“Can be tilted and reclined to help 
the user maintain correct posture”

ID Soft MID SIZE WHEELS

The ID Soft Mid Wheel Tilt-in-Space Wheelchair provides a 
smoother ride due to its larger wheels, and yet remains easy to 
store and transport, also providing optimum climbing ability.

 » Multi-adjustable wheelchair designed  
 to adapt to every need of the user

 » The wheelchair can be tilted and  
 reclined to help the user maintain  
 correct posture, as well as assisting  
 with even pressure distribution

 » Offers maximum comfort for those  
 spending longer periods of time in  
 a wheelchair, and who may also  
 need assistance with their posture

 » Infinite position adjustment of the  
 backrest and seat angle which can be  
 easily operated from the push handle  
 and can be quickly adjusted 

 » Frame design ensures the  
 wheelchair is steady, whatever  
 the backrest and seat angles are

 » Height adjustable push handles  
 to provide comfort for the attendee 

 » Padded adjustable headrest with  
 multi-positional ear cushions and  
 elevating leg rests for additional  
 support and pressure relief

 » Anti-tip wheels with integral stepper  
 tube to aid use on kerbs

 » Long, curved adjustable armrests are  
 fully padded for extra comfort and are  
 easily detachable through a push button

 » Back rest reclines from 90° 
 (vertically) to 120°

 » Adjustable height backrest (on 9cm)  
 and two choices of cushion height

 » Three seat widths are available -  
 39-44cm (15-17”), 44-49cm (17-19”),  
 and 49-54cm (19-21”)

 » Multi-adjustable leg rests can be altered  
 in width, height and depth of calf cushion

 » Suitable for use as a seat in a motor  
 vehicle (“Crash Tested” to ISO 7176/19)

 » Weight capacity 135kg (21st)
 » Accessories available 

	 CODES: 	IDSOFTMW16 (16” SEAT WIDTH)
	 	 IDSOFTMW18 (18” SEAT WIDTH)
	 	 IDSOFTMW20 
	 	 (20” SEAT WIDTH)

“Offers infinite position adjustment 
of the back rest and seat angle”

CODE LENGTH (WITH/WITHOUT LEGRESTS) HEIGHT BACK HEIGHT SEAT WIDTH SEAT HEIGHT SEAT DEPTH WEIGHT WEIGHT CAPACITY

IDSOFTSP16 82/108cm (32/42.5”) 108cm (43") 49-64cm (19-25”) 39-44cm (15-17”) 43cm (17") 40-46cm (16-18”) 34.2kg (75lb) 135kg (21st)

IDSOFTSP18 82/108cm (32/42.5”) 108cm (43”) 49-64cm (19-25”) 44-48cm (17-19”) 43cm (17”) 40-46cm (16-18”) 34.2kg (75lb) 135kg (21st)

IDSOFTSP20 82/108cm (32/42.5”) 108cm (43”) 49-64cm (19-25”) 48-53cm (19-21”) 43cm (17”) 40-46cm (16-18”) 34.2kg (75lb) 135kg (21st)

CODE LENGTH (WITH/WITHOUT LEGRESTS) HEIGHT BACK HEIGHT SEAT WIDTH SEAT HEIGHT SEAT DEPTH WEIGHT WEIGHT CAPACITY

IDSOFTMW16 82/108cm (32/42.5”) 108cm (43") 49-64cm (19-25”) 39-44cm (15-17”) 43cm (17") 40-46cm (16-18”) 34.2kg (75lb) 135kg (21st)

IDSOFTMW18 82/108cm (32/42.5”) 108cm (43”) 49-64cm (19-25”) 44-48cm (17-19”) 43cm (17”) 40-46cm (16-18”) 34.2kg (75lb) 135kg (21st)

IDSOFTMW20 82/108cm (32/42.5”) 108cm (43”) 49-64cm (19-25”) 48-53cm (19-21”) 43cm (17”) 40-46cm (16-18”) 34.2kg (75lb) 135kg (21st)

Crash TestedCrash Tested
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Accessories Accessories

1. 	 FLIP OVER TRAY
 » Plastic construction incorporates  

 a 2cm (1”) lipped outer edge to prevent  
 items from falling off or to retain  
 accidental spills
 » Tray can be flipped up and lowered to  

 the side of the chair to allow users to  
 easily get on and off the wheelchair seat  
 without having to remove the tray
 » Ideal for use as a work area, for  

 mealtimes or just for reading
 » 13.5cm (5”) deep cut-out area allows user  

 to position themselves close to the tray
 » Easy wipe clean surface
 » Tray measures a generous  

 61cm (L) x 47cm (D) (24” x 18.5”)
	 CODE: IDSOFT-TRAY

2. STANDARD TRAY
 » Manufactured from clear plastic enabling  

 the wheelchair user to easily see the front  
 corners of their chair when manoeuvring
 » All round 5mm lipped edging prevents  

 items from falling off and retains any  
 accidental spills
 » Removable tray to allow easy user  

 transfers with patterned top
 » Ideal for reading, working,  

 and for use at mealtimes
 » Large cut-out area and depth  

 adjustment gives the user plenty of room  
 and allows positioning close to the tray
 » Easy wipe clean surface
 » Tray measures a generous  

 58cm (L) x 37.5cm (D) (23” x 15”)  
 *Not compatible with hemiplegic arms
	 CODE: M70540800

3. 	TRUNK SUPPORT 
 » Height and angle adjustable, ensuring  

 user’s individualized comfort
 » Padded cushion support provides  

 added comfort for the user
 » Secures the torso at desired angle
 » Stays open for easy transfers
 » Easy wipe clean surface
 » Removable covers for easy cleaning

	 CODES: 	M73601602 (LEFT SIDE)
	 	 M73601601 (RIGHT SIDE)

4. 	LONG WING HEADREST
 » Large padded wing  

 head for added comfort
 » Provides additional head  

 positioning and support
 » Lateral support for the head
 » Height adjustable to suit all users
 » Sturdy construction
 » Easy to install

	 CODE: M70541400

5. 	ABDUCTION WEDGE
 » Can be easily fitted to separate legs  

 and maintain correct posture
 » Offers optimum user support whilst  

 remaining extremely comfortable
 » Helps stabilise the legs in a position
 » Easy wipe clean surface
 » Padded with height and length  

 adjustment to ensure user’s  
 individualized comfort
	 CODE: M73601700

6. 	HIP PADS (PAIR)
 » Padded hip pad provides additional  

 comfort to user when sat in the chair
 » 1” thick for maximum support
 » Easily fitted and removed  

 from wheelchair
 » Easy wipe clean surface

	 CODE: IDSOFT-HP

7. CENTRE FOOT BOX
 » Length, height and angle adjustment  

 to suit users leg length, providing  
 added flexibility and comfort
 » Easily removable
 » Overall Dimensions – H 38cm (15”)  

 x D 28cm (11”) x H 14cm (5.5”)
	 CODE: IDSOFT-CFPL

1 42 5

3 6 7

Accessories are compatible 
with all models 

Accessories are compatible 
with all models 
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AccessoriesAccessories

1. 	 HEMIPLEGIC ARMREST 
 » Ideal for users with hemiplegia,  

 paraplegia, tetraplegia and others  
 who need extra forearm support
 » Lipped edging helps to keep  

 users arm in position
 » Padded armrest provides  

 additional user comfort
 » Angle adjustable for added  

 flexibility and support
	 CODES:	M70551302 (LEFT SIDE)
	 	 M70551301 (RIGHT SIDE)

2. 	WIDER BACK FRAME
 » Specialist seating can be used  

 with this wider back frame
 » The wider frame can also be used  

 with a tension adjustable back
	 CODE: IDSOFT-BACK1

3. 	DEEP CONTOUR BACKREST
 » Shell is fabricated from highly  

 durable, premium grade Acrylic/PVC
 » Partially pre-drilled holes maintain  

 a clean look from the outside and can  
 then be easily punched out for precise  
 placement of mounting hardware  
 component parts
 » Deep Contour provides  

 enhanced trunk stability
 » Installs in seconds with  

 Tension Hook hardware
 » System has been fully crash tested in  

 compliance with ISO16840 Part 4  
 DIS, incorporating the uniquely  
 patented VERSAlock system
 » Utilises hook and bracket combinations to  

 ensure a greater range of forward and  
 drop-angle adjustment to accommodate  
 growth and individual needs
 » Side to side adjustments for  

 asymmetrical positioning
 » Fewer back sizes accommodate  

 multiple chair widths
 » Optional VERSAlocks provide an easy  

 and certain way to mark your back  
 location when removed from the frame
	 CODE: IDSOFT-BACK2

4. 	HIP STABILISING BELT  
 » Provides added positioning  

 and support for the user
 » Maintains contact with the front  

 and sides of the client and mounts  
 to the wheelchair
 » Easily adjustable and removable
 » Material stretches for dynamic movement
 » Easy push button buckle release

	 CODES: P14749BE (SMALL)
	 	 P14750BE (MEDIUM) 
	 	 P14751BE (LARGE)

5. 	BASE ONLY
 » ID Soft wheelchair base frame only
 » Allows specialist seating to be added  

 to the wheelchair base frame
	 CODE: IDSOFTBASE

6. 	SOS QUICK-LOCK SET-UP
 » Fits SOS specialist seating
 » Robust seat attachment with quick  

 release lever for easy seat removal
 » Increases the wheelbase’s life span –  

 as the clients posture changes  
 new seating can be attached to  
 the existing wheelbase
 » Ideal for situations where more  

 than one seating system will be  
 used with the same wheelbase
 » Easier storage and transportation –  

 When the seat is removed wheelbases  
 that can be collapsed are smaller  
 and more compact
	 CODE: IDSOFTQL

2 3 65

1 4

Accessories are compatible 
with all models 

*Frame only, excludes backrest

Accessories are compatible 
with all models 
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Seat Cushions Mason Balanced Adjustable Air Cushion

The Mason Air Cushion provides an advanced level 
of pressure area care using a hand pump to adjust the 
cushion’s air level to suit individual user comfort.

 » The Mason Balanced Air  
 Adjustable Cushion is a premier  
 pressure management cushion

 » Offering dynamic positioning,  
 unmatched stability and an advanced  
 level of pressure ulcer prevention

 » Flexible interconnected, independent  
 air cells allow for deep immersion  
 into the cushion

 » Optimal pressure redistribution helps  
 increase blood flow necessary for  
 healthy tissue maintenance

 » Water-resistant, low-shear stretch  
 cover with adjustable locking straps  
 and non-skid bottom to secure  
 cushion to the wheelchair

 » Hand pump to adjust the cushion’s  
 to individual patient comfort

 » Available in 4” and 2” adjustable  
 air cell heights

 » Carry handle for easy transportation

“Flexible, interconnected, 
independent air cells allow for 
deep immersion into the cushion”

Air-Layer CushionMemaflex Cushion
The Memaflex Cushions high frequency welded seams  
and fully concealed zip reduces the possibility of fluid  
ingress and aids infection control. 
The multi stretch PU cover is waterproof, vapour permeable and impregnated 
with Acti-fresh biocide to help prevent the build-up of bacteria and ensure it can 
be easily cleaned to aid disinfection protocols. White inner substrate (underside 
of the cover) helps auditing procedures by making staining easy to identify. 
The cushion cover can be completely removed and laundered up to 
80°C to aid decontamination protocols.  
The temperature sensitive visco-elastic foam moulds to the shape of the  
body providing greater weight distribution and pressure reduction.

The Air Layer Cushion includes all  the same great infection control 
features of the Memaflex Cushion with added pressure area care.  
The temperature sensitive visco-elastic foam moulds to the shape of the 
body providing greater weight distribution and pressure reduction.  
The unique top surface air layer improves the micro-climate between the patient 
and the support surface, reducing heat transfer rates by over 50% and vapour rates 
by over 25%. Temperature sensitive visco-elastic foam moulds to the shape of the 
body, providing maximum pressure re-distribution across a greater surface area. 

Features and Benefits
 » Visco-elastic foam
 » Non-slip base
 » Risk Factor: High Risk
 » Warranty: 2 years
 » Various sizes available including:  

 15 x 18 x 3”, 16 x 18 x 3”, 17 x 18 x 3”,  
 19 x 18 x 3”, 18 x 18 x 3”, 20 x 18 x 3”

Features and Benefits
 » Unique top surface air layer
 » Non-slip base
 » Risk Factor: High Risk
 » Warranty: 2 years
 » Various sizes available including:  

 15 x 18 x 3”, 16 x 18 x 3”, 17 x 18 x 3”,  
 19 x 18 x 3”, 18 x 18 x 3”, 20 x 18 x 3”

 » Foam Density Range: Visco Foam:  
 56–63 kg / M3, CMHR Base: 38–40 kg / M3

 » Nominal Hardness Range: Visco Foam:  
 120 – 150N, CMHR Base: 175 – 215N

 » Maximum weight limit 20st (127kg)

 » Foam Density Range: Visco Foam:  
 56–63 kg / M3, CMHR Base: 38–40 kg / M3

 » Nominal Hardness Range: Visco Foam:  
 120 – 150N, CMHR Base: 175 – 215N

 » Maximum weight limit 20st (127kg)

	 CODE: PL10 	 CODE: PL11

	 CODE: 8047

CODE DESCRIPTION WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT WEIGHT CAPACITY

8047-16 Adjustable Air Cushion 40cm (16”) 40cm (16”) 10cm (4”) 227kg (36st)

8047-16-2 Adjustable Air Cushion 40cm (16”) 40cm (16”) 5cm (2”) 227kg (36st)

8047-18 Adjustable Air Cushion 46cm (18”) 40cm (16”) 10cm (4”) 227kg (36st)

8047-18-2 Adjustable Air Cushion 46cm (18”) 40cm (16”) 5cm (2”) 227kg (36st)

8047-1818 Adjustable Air Cushion 46cm (18”) 46cm (18”) 10cm (4”) 227kg (36st)

8047-1818-2 Adjustable Air Cushion 46cm (18”) 46cm (18”) 5cm (2”) 227kg (36st)

8047-20 Adjustable Air Cushion 51cm (20”) 40cm (16”) 10cm (4”) 227kg (36st)

8047-20-2 Adjustable Air Cushion 51cm (20”) 40cm (16”) 5cm (2”) 227kg (36st)

8047-2018 Adjustable Air Cushion 51cm (20”) 46cm (18”) 10cm (4”) 227kg (36st)

8047-2018-2 Adjustable Air Cushion 51cm (20”) 46cm (18”) 5cm (2”) 227kg (36st)
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Lightweight Powerstroll

This dual wheel lightweight Powerstroll can be easily fitted and 
removed within seconds, and adapts to fit most wheelchair sizes. 
The Powerstroll takes the strain out of pushing a heavy wheelchair 
and makes easy work of hills, ramps and gradients.

 » Maximum range of 10 miles (16km)*
 » Fits 2.2cm-2.5cm (7/8”-1”) diameter tubing**
 » Uses existing wheelchair handgrips
 » Lightweight at 14kg and less than  

 8kg (17lb) with battery pack removed
 » Twin ‘Drive’ wheels with 8”  

 black non-marking PU tyres
 » Removable fabric battery pack
 » Uses 12v 20ah battery (airline friendly)
 » Lightweight 100w 12 DC motor

 » Trigger handset with variable  
 speed dial and direction button

 » Easy to use lift up strap
 » Weight capacity 115kg (18st)  

* Subject to conditions of use 
** Powerpack must be fitted with a  
 specialist adaptor bracket for the  
 IDSOFT (code IDSOFT-PP)

“Lightweight, portable, and is 
available at a great price”

S-Drive Powerstroll

CODE MAX RANGE MAX GRADIENT WEIGHT BATTERY PACK ONLY WEIGHT WITHOUT BATTERY TOTAL WEIGHT WEIGHT CAPACITY

PWCPP009   16km (10 Miles)* 8° 9kg (19.5lb) 10.2kg (22.5lb) 19.2kg (42lb) 135kg (21st/300lb)

CODE MAX RANGE MAX GRADIENT WEIGHT BATTERY PACK ONLY WEIGHT WITHOUT BATTERY TOTAL WEIGHT WEIGHT CAPACITY

PWCPP010 16km (10 Miles)* 6° 6.5kg (14lb) 7.5kg (16.5lb) 14kg (39lb) 115kg (18st)

This excellent Powerstroll will turn most manual 
wheelchairs into carer controlled powered wheelchairs. 
Can be fitted and removed easily in seconds.

 » Allows speed of up to 6.5kph (4mph)*
 » Travels up to 16km (10 miles)  

 on a full battery charge*
 » The powerstroll can easily be fitted  

 or removed within seconds**
 » The excellent PG S-Drives controller  

 features a fully programmable and  
 comprehensive fault management system

 » Push-and-slide battery  
 removal system

 » It is very portable, making  
 transportation simple

 » Fits most standard wheelchairs up  
 to 50cm (20”) seat width**

 » Additional parts available  
 for wider wheelchairs

 » Hand control with variable speed  
 dial, forward/reverse function,  
 illuminated battery gauge and  
 fingertip trigger control

 » Comes complete with a carry  
 holdall with shoulder strap

 » Simple to manoeuvre and reverse
 » The powerstroll has a powerful  

 150 watt (200 watt-HD), 24V motor,  
 capable of coping with most terrains

 » Maintenance free, airline friendly  
 24v 12Ah valve regulated sealed  
 lead acid battery pack

 » 2A charger as standard for  
 off-board charging

 » Weight capacity 135kg (21st/300lb),  
 this includes the wheelchair  
 and user combined

 » Heavy Duty model - maximum weight  
 capacity 180kg (28st/400lb)  
* Subject to conditions of use 
** Powerpack must be fitted with a  
 specialist adaptor bracket for the  
 IDSOFT (code IDSOFT-PP)

“Takes the strain out of 
pushing a wheelchair!”
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ID Soft Overview

NEW BACKREST STRUCTURE  
Height adjustable and facility 
to remove it completely to fit 
other types of backrest.

NEW LIGHTER CHASSIS 
Bronze Chassis fits all wheel types. 
Features a gravity centre shift 
depending on the used angle.

PUSH HANDLES
Height adjustable push handles.

BACKREST
Height adjustable backrest 
(10 cm). Reclining backrest 
from 90° (vertically) to 120°.

CONTINUOUS DEPTH 
ADJUSTABLE SEAT
Sliding on 90mm (42 to 51cm).

ARMREST
Long and curved armrest, 
height adjustable (70mm).
Push button detachable.

NEW ARMRESTS  
Long and curved armrest pad 
with rigid armrest side design 
(3 fixation points). Very accessible 
and safe unlocking armrest system.

NEW LEGRESTS  
Multiple-adjustment legrest with 
rotation. Calf cushion is height, 
width and depth adjustable.

WIDTH BETWEEN BOTH 
ARMRESTS (SEAT WIDTH)
Continuous adjustment:
On IDSOFT16 frame - 39 to 44cm.
On IDSOFT18 frame - 44 to 49cm.
On IDSOFT20 frame - 49 to 54cm.

RECLINING SEAT 
Seat reclining from –2° (Trendelenburg) 
to +20° with large rear wheels, and from 
–2° to +25° with small rear wheels.

The ID Soft’s sturdy frame design provides security 
for the user at any backrest and seat angle.

The ID Soft provides various adjustments, 
giving maximum adaptability for comfort, 
user position and security.



All sizes and weights stated are nominal. All errors and omissions excepted.
Due to the limitations of photography and the printing process colours shown may not be 100% accurate.

Leaflet Code: LL229
For more information contact your local dealer:

www.drivemedical.co.uk


